The nonautonomous dynamics of spin-torque oscillators in presence of both microwave current and field has been numerically studied in nanostructured devices. When both microwave current and field are applied at the same frequency, integer phase locking at different locking ratio is found. In the locking region, a study of the intrinsic phase shift between the locking force (current or field) and the giant magnetoresistive signal as a function of the bias current is also exploited.
Introduction
In the last years, the effects due to a direct transfer of the spin angular momentum [1] [2] [3] [4] in nanomagnets (magnetization reversal [5, 6] or persistent oscillation of the magnetization [7, 8] ) have opened new perspectives in the field of nanotechnology. In particular, one of the most promising applications is the possibility to obtain a competitive generation of nanoscale microwave oscillators, namely, spintransfer torque oscillators (STOs) [9, 10] . Nowadays, STO is promising from a technological point of view being one of the smallest auto-oscillators observed in nature. It exhibits properties such as frequency tunability on bias current and field and narrow linewidth. To find practical application, STOs have to improve their output power. Some years ago, some researchers demonstrated that synchronized oscillators provided increased output power [11, 12] . This effect, which is receiving a great deal of attention due to its potential applications in telecommunications, has been studied both experimentally and theoretically for the purpose of understanding and realizing mutual synchronization between two or more STOs for microwave source applications. Later, other studies showed the synchronization of serially connected STOs governed by phase locking to a microwave current offering a valid approach to fabricate STOs for output power levels closer to 1 μW [13, 14] .
The synchronization phenomenon is based on the wellknown property that when the external frequency f RF of a "weak" microwave current or field is close to the free running oscillation frequency f 0 of the STO, the self-oscillation mode moves and locks to the external frequency. Locking phenomena are also present for the ratio r = f RF / f 0 close to all integers (r = 1, 2, 3, etc.) and several rational values [15] .
We recently studied the injection locking phenomenon based on the application of a microwave field on perpendicular materials [16] . These systems mainly operate under "weak" microwave signal regime (the power of the microwave signal is negligible compared to the selfoscillation one) [9, [16] [17] [18] .
In this work, by means of a micromagnetic study, the nonautonomous dynamical behavior of STO in presence of microwave signal composed by the simultaneous application of microwave current density J AC and field h AC (both at the same frequency) is studied. Also, the influence of a static field on the frequency behavior is investigated. 
Device and Numerical Details
We studied the dynamical behavior of exchange bias spin-valves composed by IrMn(8 nm)/Py(10 nm) (polarizer)/Cu(10 nm)/Py(4 nm) (free layer) with elliptical crosssectional area (120 nm × 60 nm) (see inset of Figure 1(a) ). A Cartesian coordinate system has been introduced, where the x-and the y-axes are, respectively, related to the easy and hard in-plane axes of the ellipse. Our numerical experiment is based on the numerical solution of the Landau-LifshitzGilbert-Slonczweski (LLGS) equation [1] [2] [3] . In addition to the standard effective field (external, exchange, and selfmagnetostatic), the Oersted field and the magnetostatic coupling with the polarizer are taken into account. The resulting equation (LLG + S) is expressed as
where m = M/M S and h eff = H eff /M S are the dimensionless magnetization vector and the effective field, respectively, τ = γ 0 M s t is the dimensionless time, γ 0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, and M s is the saturation magnetization of the free layer. The first term on the right-hand side of (1) represents the precessional torque around the effective field, whereas the second one is the phenomenological dissipation term, α being the so-called Gilbert parameter. The third term in (1) is the dimensionless Slonczewski spin-transfer torque, where p = P/M s represents the dimensionless magnetization in the pinned layer, and the prefactor χ is given by
where e and μ B are the electric charge and the Bohr magneton respectively, J app is the current per unit area (density current), and d is the thickness of the free layer, and g(m,p) is the polarization function depending on the relative orientation of the magnetizations [1] [2] [3] .
For a complete model description of the numerical techniques see also [19] [20] [21] [22] . Typical parameters for the Py have been used: saturation magnetization M S = 650 × 10 3 A/m, exchange constant A = 1.3 × 10 −11 J/m, damping parameter α = 0.02, and polarization factor η = 0.3 [1] [2] [3] . The bias field is applied out-of-plane (z-direction) with a tilted angle of 10
• along the x-axis. The polarizer is considered fixed along the x-direction. To study the locking, we consider a microwave current
7 A/cm 2 ) and a microwave field linearly polarized at π/4 in the x-y
. This microwave field can be generated by using the experimental technique developed in [25] . All the computations have been performed with no thermal effects.
Micromagnetic Results and Discussion
In order to characterize the device behavior, first of all we analyzed the STO in the free running regime. We observe dynamical regime in a wide range of current density for bias field larger than 180 mT. Here we discuss in detail data for a bias field of 250 mT, but qualitative similar results have been also observed for 200 and 300 mT.
In order to characterize the oscillator regime of the device, we swapped the dc current exceeding the critical current value (to obtain dynamics regime, threshold current density was J = 3 × 10 7 A/cm 2 ) up to current values, where oscillation regime is degraded by noise. Frequency and power behavior of the nano-oscillator with respect to the current density is shown in Figures 1(a) correspond to transitions between strongly nonlinear oscillation modes. Similar discontinuities have been also observed in some experimental work [23] . In addition, we performed micromagnetic simulations increasing the out-of-plane static field up to 600 mT, and we observed that for out-of-plane bias field larger than 400 mT the red-shift zone disappears, jumps are softer, and the synchronization data achieved are similar to results already published in the literature (see e.g., [10] for a review). At larger field (>600 mT), the polarizer is moved from the x-direction towards the out-of-plane zdirection that might generate additional noise showing not coherent precessional states. Figure 1(b) shows the power versus current behavior. Nonlinear power strongly increases at low current and for current values greater than 4 × 10 7 A/cm 2 is about constant. We systematically studied the locking to the first harmonic (the same of the self-oscillation) in the blue shift region as a function of the J M and h M . Figure 2 shows the precession frequency of the GMR signal as a function of the microwave source frequency in two cases: RF current only and RF current and field together (for H DC = 250 mT and J DC = −5 × 10 7 A/cm 2 ). We found different locking regions at the locking ratio 1 : 1, 2 : 1, and 3 : 1 (in the last case only when the microwave field component is applied, not shown here). Typically, the locking region is much larger when the microwave force is a field (or a combination of current and field). In fact, in the case of current we found a locking region of about 150 MHz (1 : 1) and 50 MHz (2 : 1), whereas no locking on the third harmonic is found. Microwave field provides a locking region larger than 1 GHz and, since driving force breaks the oscillation symmetry, the 1 : 1 synchronization region has a specific asymmetric shape. Then, whereas for small forcing signal the synchronization region can be described by an analytical theory (symmetric tongue where the locking region increases linearly with force amplitude) [24] , it cannot be described analytically when increasing the forcing signal and their precise determination requires necessarily specific numerical techniques. 7 A/cm 2 held unchanged. The border lines have been computed considering the lower (in the left part) and higher (in the right part) microwave frequency where the phase locking is achieved. In the low regime of microwave source, the Arnold tongue is related to the only application of the microwave current, which can be considered as a "weak" microwave signal. In fact, such a signal gives rise to symmetric synchronization region (no hysteresis is observed) with a locking band linearly dependent on the force locking.
When both microwave current and field are applied simultaneously at the same frequency, the nonautonomous response becomes more complicated. The presence of an additional weak microwave field gives rise to increasing of the locking region from 150 MHz at h M = 0 mT to 1.3 GHz for h M = 1 mT. As can be observed the locking region is strongly asymmetric. This is caused by the strong nonlinearity of the dependence of the auto-oscillation frequency on the oscillation power [25] . Figure 3(b) shows the phase difference between the magnetization oscillation and the microwave source (negative angle means magnetization in delay with respect to microwave source, Ψ being the phase of the natural precession of the magnetization and Ψ e the force phase) when the microwave component is applied at the same frequency of the free precession one. As shown, typically in both cases (microwave field or current), the phase increases with current and decreases after a maximum value. The phase shift depends on the initial detuning, and it goes to zero only if there is no detuning, that is, in the center of the synchronization region. It should be remembered that the phase difference depends on the initial phase of the force and the way it affects the oscillator. We emphasize here that the phase locking implies that phase difference will be kept bounded inside a finite range of detuning, that is, within the synchronization region. In this case the microwave current and field give the same qualitative behavior to the oscillator, but the phase difference is translated by an angle of about 120
• . As expected, phase difference between microwave source and the magnetization precession follows the frequency behavior. It initially decreases with dc current amplitude (precession frequency decreases) and then increases with dc current (precession frequency increases) up to current values of the order of 7 × 10 7 A/cm 2 . After that current value, phase shift jumps about 180
• , typically this is due to the different oscillation mode from in-plane to out-of-plane mode. Lastly, the phase difference gradually increases following the frequency slow rising with dc current magnitude [26] .
In the locking region an intrinsic phase shift Ψ i , computed as the difference between the phase of the selfoscillation Ψ and the phase of the microwave current Ψ e , is found. Figure 4 summarizes Ψ i as a function of the microwave frequency, as can be observed a linear relationship between Ψ i and f AC is achieved with a range of Ψ i which can cross 0 or π/2 depending on the bias current density. As reported by Slavin and Tiberkevich [10] , analytical formulation of the phase difference in the locking region is given by damping coefficients as in [10] . Phase difference is strongly dependent on the frequency in the locking region [27] . For all the cases, the phase difference decreases from left to right in the Arnold tongue. In particular, the slope of the curve is strong for RF current locking whereas it is more soft for RF field, a result also in substantial agreement with the analytical theory. Considering (3) for RF applied field, the locking bandwidth and nonlinear frequency shift are larger with respect to ac current. A good agreement between analytical and numerical data is found.
Conclusions
In summary, we have studied micromagnetically the nonlinear behavior of spin-torque nano-oscillators in locking regime driven by microwave current and field. We found a large locking region at different harmonics when RF field is applied. The effect of the static applied field is also studied. Finally, we showed and explained the intrinsic phase shift due to the difference between microwave source and magnetization precession inside the locking region, also comparing our numerical data with a recent analytical theory.
